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Departmental History/Wendell Miller Papers

Box 1:

CORRESPONDENCE
1982-1987
1983-1987
Electrical Engineering Annual Fund Drive
1981-1982
1982-1983
Distinguished Alumnus Awards Recipients, 1983
Electrical and Chemical Engineering Alumni Association, 1983-1990
Hermann E. Koenig - Nomination for Distinguished Alumnus, 1990
Electrical Engineering Departmental Staff Directories, 1982-1888

DRAFT HISTORIES, NOTES, AND COLLECTED DOCUMENTS
"Electrical Engineering at the University of Illinois" - Final Draft and Photos (2 folders)
History of Electrical Engineering at UIUC - drafts, notes, photos (3 folders)
Electrical Engineering History - notecards
E.C. Jordan's Proposed Outline "History of the ECE Department at UIUC"
Chuck Flynn's Newspaper Articles
Electrical and Chemical Engineering Alumni Association News Reprints
Electrical Engineering Building New Addition, 1961
Electrical Engineering Building Article, 1949
Electrical Engineering Shows Pamphlets, 1910-1953
Illinois Technograph, 1976
Student Discipline Committee, 1967-1970

BIOGRAPHICAL
Information on Former Staff and Department Heads
Biographies of pre-1945 Staff
John Bardeen Photo and Article
Stanley P. Farwell
Geo Mays
Colonel Julian Millar
Ellery B. Paine
Marcia Peterman (3 folders)
John Primm

PHOTOS AND NEGATIVES
Staff Photos Pre-1949
Alumni Photos
Staff Photo Identification Pre-1949
Staff Photos Pre-1945
Photos and Negatives Pre-1945
Staff and Building Photos Post-1949
Staff Photos Post-1970
Staff Photos
Photos - Extra Copies
Photo Negatives
Urbana and Champaign Institute Building Photos
Professor D.F. Hang and Photometric Lab
Electrical Engineering Photos (2 folders)

Oversize Folder (106F Map Case 3):

Photos of Electrical Engineering Staff (c. 1915-1925) and Power Lab (1920)